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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Burnout syndrome and anxiety are two mental health symptoms experienced by 
healthcare workers (HCWs) that can be exacerbated during pandemics due to 
increased job demands and the global health workforce crisis.

AIM 
To provide a comprehensive review and summary of evidence on burnout and 
anxiety in HCWs during previous global pandemics.

METHODS 
A systematic search on electronic databases such as PubMed Central and 
MEDLINE was conducted to identify high-quality systematic review studies that 
reported on the prevalence of burnout and/or anxiety in HCWs during any 
previous global pandemic.

RESULTS 
Twenty-four high quality systematic review articles were found to be suitable for 
inclusion. Twenty articles focused merely on Coronavirus disease 2019, while four 
articles examined multiple pandemics. Burnout was examined in nine articles, 
while anxiety was examined in the remaining 21 articles. Female HCWs and 
nurses were identified to be at a higher risk of developing burnout and anxiety 
during pandemic. We also observed a variation in the prevalence of burnouts and 
anxiety across different studies due to different mental health instruments were 
used in different studies.

CONCLUSION 
Nurses and females HCWs had a high prevalence of burnout syndrome and 
anxiety during pandemic. More emphasis and attention should be paid to 
safeguarding the psychological well-being of these at-risk populations in the 
future pandemics.

https://www.f6publishing.com
https://dx.doi.org/10.13105/wjma.v11.i7.368
mailto:chris.lai@singaporetech.edu.sg
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Core Tip: During the pandemic, burnout syndrome and anxiety were highly prevalent among nurses and other female 
healthcare professionals. More emphasis and attention should be directed to protecting the psychological well-being of these 
at-risk populations in the event of future pandemics. This study has implications for healthcare stakeholders, advising them 
to prioritize safeguarding the psychological health of those who are vulnerable to pandemics in the future.

Citation: Bey CYT, Koh JU, Lai CWK. Burnout syndrome and anxiety among healthcare workers during global pandemics: An 
umbrella review. World J Meta-Anal 2023; 11(7): 368-379
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2308-3840/full/v11/i7/368.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.13105/wjma.v11.i7.368

INTRODUCTION
Burnout is defined as a “syndrome conceptualised as resulting from chronic workplace stress that has not been 
successfully managed”[1]. From this definition, it is obvious how pandemics, which can last from months to years, can 
result in an increased prevalence of burnout among healthcare workers (HCWs)[2]. Furthermore, it is also hard to predict 
the exact duration of pandemics, such as in the ongoing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic that has been 
ongoing since December 2019. Some other examples of pandemics that occurred in the 21st century include the Middle 
East respiratory syndrome (MERS) pandemic caused by the MERS-coronavirus (CoV), the H1N1 influenza pandemic 
caused by the H1N1 influenza virus, and the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) pandemic, caused by the SARS-
CoV[3].

Anxiety is characterised by “excessive fear and worry and related behavioural disturbances”, producing significant 
distress or significant functional impairment[4]. If left unmanaged, anxiety can lead to burnout in high-risk individuals
[5]. In a longitudinal study conducted in a large public hospital in Singapore to prospectively assess job-related burnout 
and psychological outcomes such as burnout and anxiety of HCWs during early COVID-19, 23% and 13% of 1410 
participants experienced burnout and anxiety respectively[6].

Even during periods of non-pandemics, burnout and anxiety are prevalent in HCWs due to demanding job responsib-
ilities. In addition, there is a serious shortage of HCWs across the globe, described by the World Health Organization as a 
global health workforce crisis, where they estimate an insufficiency of 10 million HCWs by 2030[7]. During pandemics, 
HCWs play a crucial role in their management, which can further exacerbate these issues as job demands intensify. By 
being on the front lines, HCWs receive increased exposure to stressors such as limited resources, increased occupational 
hazards, longer shifts, and disrupted work-life balance, which can lead to the development of burnout and anxiety, 
among other mental health symptoms[8].

A plethora of interventions exist to help curb mental health issues in HCWs, be it individual-focused or organizational 
interventions[9]. The former include cognitive-behavioural therapy, physical relaxations such as messages, or mental 
relaxations such as meditation; for the latter, working conditions and schedules are altered, communication skills are 
improved, as well as implementation of support programmes[10].

The systematic review and meta-analysis study by West et al[9] concluded that both approaches result in reduced 
incidence of burnout, but more research is necessary to establish the most effective interventions for a specific population. 
On the other hand, in a Cochrane review by Ruotsalainen et al[10], the authors concluded that only low-quality evidence 
is available that shows improvements in mental health outcomes with individual-focused interventions; for organisa-
tional changes such as improving work conditions and organising support or special care models, significant reductions 
in stress levels were not achieved. With the little information exist, therefore, this umbrella review hypothesis that 
prevalence of burnout and anxiety in certain group of HCW will be high during pandemics. This umbrella review also 
serves to provide a broader summation of relevant data on anxiety and burnout respectively, and to explore possible risk 
factors and interventions for HCWs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
This umbrella review was conducted according to the recommendations of PRISMA, using the PRISMA 2020 checklist. 
There is no similar protocol exists in the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO). 
Furthermore, this review was conducted in conformance to the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) umbrella review protocol.

https://www.wjgnet.com/2308-3840/full/v11/i7/368.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.13105/wjma.v11.i7.368
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Table 1 The search strategy of the present umbrella review study

Search terms Results Database(s)

Anxiety in healthcare professionals pandemic 82 Google Scholar

Burnout in healthcare professionals pandemic 50 Google Scholar

[(healthcare) OR (physician) OR (health personnel)] AND [(burnout) OR (anxiety)] AND (pandemic) NOT 
(intervention)

44 PubMed Central; 
MEDLINE

[(healthcare) OR (physician) OR (health personnel)] AND [(burnout) (health personnel)] AND [(burnout) OR 
(anxiety)] AND (COVID-19)

46 PubMed Central; 
MEDLINE

NOT (intervention) (burnout syndrome OR anxiety) AND (healthcare workers OR medical 
professionals) AND (global pandemics OR COVID-19 OR SARS OR MERS)

145 PubMed Central; 
MEDLINE

COVID-19: Coronavirus disease 2019; SARS: Severe acute respiratory syndrome; MERS: Middle East respiratory syndrome.

Search strategy
A PICO question was first developed with the population including HCWs, the interest including burnout and anxiety, 
the context including pandemics and the outcome including the comparison of prevalence of both burnout and anxiety 
and also the exploration of interventions for both mental health problems. Starting from August 31, 2022, initial keywords 
were identified such as “anxiety”, “burnout”, “healthcare”, “healthcare workers OR medical professionals”, “pandemic” 
and “COVID-19”. Preliminary search on PROSPERO yielded no results however there were two similar ongoing 
systematic reviews (CRD42022259101) and (CRD42021260307). Next, the databases searched were PubMed Central, 
MEDLINE, and Google Scholar. Gray literature, which included internet sites and news articles, was also searched. 
Lastly, references from literature reviews that were done during screening were also included. Table 1 shows a summary 
of the search strategies used in the present study.

Eligibility criteria
Systematic review studies were only to be included if they fulfilled the eligibility criteria as follows: (1) Studies that 
conducted a systematic review with or without a meta-analysis; (2) Studies conducted with regard to pandemics (e.g., 
SARS, MERS, COVID, etc); (3) Studies with at least 1 mental health outcome stated in the objective (i.e., burnout and/or 
anxiety); and (4) Studies that investigated patient-facing healthcare personnel as the population of interest (regardless of 
age, gender, or ethnicity).

On the other hand, studies were to be excluded if they were: (1) Non-English; and (2) Systematic reviews and review 
articles that did not use a systematic approach (i.e., rapid and scoping reviews).

Critical appraisal
Critical appraisal was also done independently by both researcher (Koh JU and Bey CYT). The JBI 2017 critical appraisal 
checklist for Systematic Reviews and Research Syntheses was used. An item would be scored “0” if it was answered 
“NO” or “UNCLEAR”; if it was answered “YES,” then the item score was “1.” The study quality was assessed as follows: 
low quality = 0–3, moderate quality = 4–7, and high quality = 8–11. Only high-quality studies were included in this 
umbrella review (i.e. scoring 9 out of 11). Of the 55 articles assessed, 16 articles were excluded for having a less than 80% 
for the critical appraisal (i.e. scoring 8 and below).

Study selection and data extraction
Two reviewers (Bey CYT and Koh JU) independently screened the titles and abstracts of the remaining studies according 
to the aforementioned inclusion and exclusion criteria. Should there be insufficient information provided in the titles 
and/or abstracts, the full text was obtained for evaluation. Any disputes were resolved by means of a discussion to obtain 
consensus and if the reviewers were unable to arrive at an agreement, the principal investigator (Lai CWK) was 
consulted.

Information extracted include: (1) Authors; (2) Database(s) searched; (3) Study design(s); (4) Risk of bias assessment; (5) 
Number of studies included; (6) Study location(s); (7) Study population(s); (8) Period of study; (9) Pandemic(s) studies; 
and (10) Mental health outcome(s).

Data collection
Data were retrieved from all included studies by one reviewer using a self-generated data extraction form and then 
double-checked by the second reviewer to minimize mistakes. The data included the author, publication year, database 
searched, study design, studies included, study population, study period, pandemic studied, mental health outcomes, 
risk of bias, burnout prevalence and anxiety prevalence. Synthesis of results was achieved by combining results of all 
included studies.
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Figure 1  PRISMA flow diagram.

RESULTS
Study selection process
The initial database search returned 367 results, of which 201 were removed during deduplication. The titles and abstracts 
of the 166 remaining records were then screened, which resulted in 109 records being excluded. When retrieving the full 
text of the 57 included records, two were found to be unavailable, resulting in 55 articles assessed for eligibility. During 
the screening of the full-text articles, 31 articles were rejected due to reasons such as having a critical appraisal score of < 
80%, no risk of bias assessment, being a corrigendum, as well as having the wrong study design, population, context, 
intervention, and outcome. Figure 1 shows the PRISMA flow diagram depicting the details of the different phases of the 
systematic search.

Study characteristics
Table 2 shows the characteristics of the studies included in the umbrella systematic review. The majority of the included 
studies were systematic reviews with meta-analysis, with 16 (67%) articles, while the other 8 (33%) were solely systematic 
reviews. In addition, nurses were the population studied for 4 (17%) articles, while the rest studied HCWs as a whole. 
Twenty (83%) articles reviewed only COVID-19 while only 4 (17%) reviewed multiple pandemics including SARS, MERS, 
Ebola, H1N1, H7N9, and COVID-19.

Different mental health instruments used
Anxiety was examined in the majority of the shortlisted studies, with 21 articles reporting on its prevalence. In these 
studies, the tools used to measure anxiety include the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI), Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 
(DASS-21), Generalised Anxiety Disorder-2 (GAD-2), Generalised Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7), Hamilton Anxiety Scale, 
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, Coronavirus Anxiety Scale, Patient Health Questionnaire, State-Trait Anxiety 
Inventory (STAI-S), and Zung Self-Rating Anxiety Scale (SAS).

Only Four articles examined burnout in HCWs during pandemics. Mini-Z Burnout Survey (Mini-Z), Copenhagen 
Burnout Inventory (CBI), Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), Oldenburg Burnout Inventory, Stanford Professional 
Fulfilment Index, and Professional Fulfilment Index.
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Table 2 Summary of articles (n = 24) that included in this umbrella review

Ref. Database(s) searched Study 
design

Studies 
included

Study 
population

Study 
period Pandemic studied

Mental health 
outcome(s) 
measured

Risk of bias 
(quality) 
assessment

Burn out prevalence Anxiety 
prevalence

Abdulla et al
[39], 2021

MEDLINE (PubMed); Cochrane Library; Scopus; 
Web of Science; Google; Google Scholar; 
ResearchGate

Systematic 
review and 
meta-
analysis

23 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Feb 
2021

COVID-19 Anxiety Downs and Black 
checklist

NIL 42.87%

Adibi et al
[26], 2021

ISC; Magiran; PubMed; Scopus; Web of Science; 
Cochrane; ProQuest; Science Direct; Embase; 
Google Scholar

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

15 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Jan 2020 
to Jun 
2020

COVID-19 Anxiety STROBE checklist NIL 30.5%

Aymerich et 
al[12], 2022

Web of Science Core Collection; BIOSIS Citation 
Index; KCI-Korean Journal Database; MEDLINE; 
Russian Science Citation Index; SciELO Citation 
Index; Cochrane Central Register of Reviews; 
Ovid/PsycINFO

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

239 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Mar 
2021

COVID-19 Anxiety; 
Burnout

NOS 37.0% 42.0%

Busch et al
[16], 2021)

PubMed; Web of Science Core Collection; 
MEDLINE; PsycINFO

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

86 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Oct 2020

SARS, H1N1, Ebola, 
MERS, COVID-19

Anxiety; 
Burnout

JBI critical appraisal 
tool

31.81% 25.36%

Chen et al
[30], 2022

CNKI; VIP; WanFang Data; PubMed Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

30 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Dec 
2019 to 
Apr 
2022

COVID-19 Anxiety Agency for 
Healthcare Research 
and Quality 11-item 
checklist

NIL 43.0%

Chigwedere 
et al[40], 2021

PubMed; PsycInfo; PsycArticles Systematic 
Review

76 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
June 
2020

SARS, MERS, Ebola, 
H1N1, H7N9, COVID-
19

Anxiety; 
Burnout

JBI checklist for 
cross-sectional 
studies and cohort 
studies

NIL NIL

Ching et al
[13], 2021

Medline; Cinahl; PubMed; Scopus databases Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

148 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Mar 
2021

COVID-19 Anxiety; 
Burnout

STROBE checklist 68.3% 39.7%

Dong et al
[24], 2021

PubMed; Embase; PsycINFO; Wanfang Data; 
Chongqing VIP; Sinomed; Chinese National 
Knowledge Infrastructure databases

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

22 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Jan 2020 
to Oct 
2020

COVID-19 Anxiety Agency for 
Healthcare Research 
and Quality 11-item 
checklist

NIL 34.4%

Dutta et al
[27], 2021

PubMed/MEDLINE; Cochrane Library; Scopus; 
PsycINFO

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

33 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Dec 
2019 to 
Aug 
2020

COVID-19 Anxiety NOS NIL 32.5%

Galanis et al PubMed; Scopus; ProQuest; Cochrane COVID-19 Systematic Jan 2020 JBI critical appraisal Emotional exhaustion: 6 Nurses COVID-19 Burnout NIL
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[14], 2021 registry; CINAHL; pre-print services (medRχiv 
and PsyArXiv)

Review and 
Meta-
analysis

to Nov 
2020

tool 34.1%; Depersonalisation: 
12.6%; Lack of personal 
accomplishment: 15.2%

Ghahramani 
et al[15], 2021

PubMed; Scopus; EMBASE; ScienceDirect Web 
of Science; Cochrane Library; ProQuest

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

27 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Jan 2021

COVID-19 Burnout STROBE checklist 52.0% NIL

Gualano et al
[11], 2021

PubMed; Embase; SCOPUS; PsycINFO Systematic 
Review

11 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Jan 2020 
to Nov 
2020

COVID-19 Burnout AXIS tool 49.3% to 58.0% NIL

Hao et al[29], 
2021

PubMed; EMBASE; Scopus; PsycINFO; Chinese 
Biomedical Literature Database; China National 
Knowledge Infrastructure; China Science and 
Technology Journal Database; Wanfang database

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

20 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Jan 2020 
to Apr 
2020

COVID-19 Anxiety Agency for 
Healthcare Research 
and Quality 11-item 
checklist

NIL 28.6%

Hill et al[28], 
2022

MEDLINE; Embase; The Cochrane Library 
(Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews); 
PsycINFO

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

43 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Mar 
2020

SARS, MERS, COVID-
19

Anxiety Hoy quality 
assessment checklist

NIL COVID: 
16.1%; SARS: 
14.8%; 
MERS: 5.8%

Koontalay et 
al[41], 2021

MEDLINE via PubMed; CINAHL Complete; 
Embase through Ovid; Scopus; Web of Science

Systematic 
Review

10 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Nov 
2020 to 
Feb 
2021

COVID-19 Anxiety; 
Burnout

CASP Qualitative 
Research Checklist

NIL NIL

Marvaldi et al
[19], 2021

PubMed; PsycINFO Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

70 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Oct 2020

COVID-19 Anxiety NIH’s quality 
assessment tool and 
Crombie’s items

NIL 30.0%

Pappa et al
[18], 2020

MEDLINE; PubMed; Google Scholar databases; 
Medrxiv; SSRN server

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

13 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Apr 
2020

COVID-19 Anxiety NOS NIL 23.2%

Salari et al
[42], 2020

SID; MagIran; IranMedex; IranDoc; Science-
Direct; Embase; Scopus; PubMed; Web of Science 
(ISI); Google Scholar

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

29 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Dec 
2019 to 
Jun 2020

COVID-19 Anxiety STROBE checklist NIL 25.8%

Salazar de 
Pablo et al
[17], 2020

Web of Science; grey literature Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

115 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Jan 2020 
to Apr 
2020

SARS,MERS,COVID-19 Anxiety; 
Burnout

Mixed Methods 
Appraisal 
Tool(MMAT)

COVID: 25.0%; SARS: 
38.2%; Any 
coronavirus:34.4%

COVID: 
22.2%;  
SARS: 45.7%; 
Any 
coronavirus: 
29.0%

JBI tool for cross-
sectional studies and 
the 10-questions of 
JBI tool for 

Saragih et al
[20], 2021

PubMed; Academic Search Complete; CINAHL; 
Web of Science; MEDLINE Complete; SocINDEX

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

38 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Dec 
2019 to 
Nov 
2020

COVID-19 Anxiety NIL 40.0%
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case–control studies

Ślusarska et al
, 2022[25]

PubMed; Web of Science; SCOPUS Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

23 Nurses Mar 
2020 to 
Feb 
2021

COVID-19 Anxiety Agency for 
Healthcare Research 
and Quality 11-item 
checklist

NIL 29.0%

Sun et al[22], 
2021

PUBMED; EMBASE; WEBOF SCIENCE Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

47 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Nov 
2019 to 
Sep 
2020

COVID-19 Anxiety Modified NOS NIL 38.0%

Xiong et al
[21], 2022

Medline; PsycINFO; EMBASE; the Cochrane 
Library (including Cochrane Database of 
Systematic Reviews); Sinomed; CNKI, WanFang 
data; Medrxiv; SSRN servers; Google Scholar; 
daily updated WHO COVID-19database

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

44 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Until 
Jun 2020

COVID-19 Anxiety Modified NOS NIL 17.0%

Zhang et al
[23], 2021

PubMed; Embase; the Cochrane Library; E. B. 
Stephens Company data- base; Web of Science; 
ALOIS; PsycINFO; Cumulative Index to Nursing 
and Allied Health Literature database 
(CINAHL); ClinicalTrials.gov; Chinese National 
Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI); Sinomed; 
Wanfang Data; Chongqing VIP database

Systematic 
Review and 
Meta-
analysis

26 Multi-profes-
sional healthcare 
workers

Jan 2020 
to May 
2020

COVID-19 Anxiety Quality NIL 27.0%

COVID-19: Coronavirus disease 2019; SARS: Severe acute respiratory syndrome; MERS: Middle East respiratory syndrome; NOS: Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.

Mental health findings
Prevalence of burnout during COVID-19: Five articles reported on the pooled prevalence of burnout in HCWs during 
COVID-19, which ranged from 25.0% to 68.3%.

The systematic review by Gualano et al examined burnout in HCWs working in Intensive Care Units and Emergency 
Departments during the COVID-19 pandemic and found that the prevalence of overall burnout ranged from 49.3% to 
58.0%[11]. Another systematic review and meta-analysis by Aymerich et al[12] reported a pooled prevalence of 37.0% for 
burnout symptoms. However, when looking at the individual instruments, the prevalence varied from 22.0% when using 
Mini-Z to 53.0% when using CBI. In the systematic review and meta-analysis by Ching et al[13], the pooled prevalence of 
moderate to severe burnout among HCWs was 68.3%, with Korea having the highest prevalence at 90.4%, and China 
having the lowest at 58.0%.

Two studies reported the prevalence of the three individual dimensions of burnout: emotional exhaustion, depersonal-
isation, and lack of personal accomplishment. In the systematic review and meta-analysis by Galanis et al[14], they were 
34.1%, 12.6%, and 15.2,% respectively. Ghahramani et al[15] on the other hand, reported these to be 51.0%, 52.0%, and 
28.0%, respectively.

Prevalence of burnout across multiple pandemics: Two articles reported on the pooled prevalence of burnout across 
multiple pandemics, which ranged from 31.81% to 34.4%.

The systematic review and meta-analysis by Busch et al[16] reported the prevalence of burnout in HCWs to be 31.81%. 
Salazar de Pablo et al’s[17] systematic review and meta-analysis reported pooled prevalence of SARS, COVID-19, and any 
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pandemic to be 38.2%, 25.0%, and 34.4% respectively. For SARS, 2 studies were analysed with a total of 1305 participants. 
For COVID-19, only one study with 32 participants was analysed. For any pandemic, three studies were analysed with a 
total of 1,337 participants.

Prevalence of anxiety during COVID-19: Sixteen articles reported on the pooled prevalence of anxiety in HCWs during 
COVID-19, which ranged from 16.1% to 43.0%.

The systematic review and meta-analysis by Pappa et al[18] examined anxiety in 12 studies and reported a pooled 
prevalence of 23.21%. However, when considering only studies that had a low risk of bias, the prevalence was 24.06%. 
Marvaldi et al[19] and Saragih et al[20] studies reported anxiety prevalence of 30% and 40%, respectively, but both studies 
noted the presence of substantial heterogenicity. Ching et al[13] found that the pooled prevalence of mild to severe 
anxiety in Asia was 39.7%.

Xiong et al’s[21] review of 18 studies with 34793 participants estimated a 17.0% prevalence of moderate to severe 
anxiety. Another study that specified the level of anxiety was a systematic review and meta-analysis by Sun et al[22], 
which reported the prevalence of moderate to severe anxiety to be 21.0%, while the prevalence of mild anxiety was 26.0%.

Two studies compared the prevalence of anxiety in HCWs during COVID-19 over time. The systematic review and 
meta-analysis by Zhang et al[23] investigated a total sample size of 21447 HCWs from 23 studies reporting a decrease in 
anxiety rates over time, from 37.7% to 56.3% in the first week of February to 27.0% to 30.8% in the final week of February. 
Similarly, Dong et al[24] divided the survey time of 22 studies into three stages and found that the pooled prevalence of 
anxiety was the highest in the earliest stage, and decreased in later stages.

Several reviews that included studies which emphasize different mental health instruments found that prevalence can 
vary depending on the tool used. Ślusarska et al[25] reported that in the 12 studies that used the GAD-7 scale, the 
prevalence was 22%, but in the four studies that used the SAS scale, the prevalence was 7.0%; for studies that used other 
scales, the prevalence was 57.0%. Adibi et al[26] performed a meta-analysis on 19 studies which used either GAD-2 or 
GAD-7 to measure anxiety, reporting a prevalence of 22.62% when using the former, and 32.04% for the latter. A 
systematic review and meta-analysis by Aymerich et al[12] reported anxiety prevalence in 179 studies, with a total sample 
size of 206513. Overall prevalence was 42.0% but was noted to vary substantially depending on the scales used. For 
instance, for studies using the BAI, the prevalence was 34.0%, but studies using STAI-S reported a prevalence of 68.0%. 
Lastly, Dutta et al’s[27] systematic review and meta-analysis consisted of 31 articles that used different tools for the 
measurement of anxiety – GAD-7 was used in nine studies and pooled prevalence was 45.1%; DASS-21was used in eight 
studies and pooled prevalence was 39.0%; SAS was used in six studies and pooled prevalence was 14.0%.

Prevalence of anxiety across multiple pandemics: Three articles examined the pooled prevalence of anxiety across 
different pandemics, which ranged from 25.4% to 29.0%.

Salazar de Pablo et al[17] reviewed two studies on SARS which consisted of a total of 1475 participants, four studies on 
COVID-19 which consisted of 7716 participants, and any pandemic, which consisted of 9191 participants. Prevalence was 
45.7%, 22.2%, and 29.0%, respectively.

Hill et al[28] reported the prevalence of anxiety in HCWs during SARS, COVID-19, and MERS to be 14.8%, 18%, and 
5.8%, respectively. The authors also noted that the overall prevalence of anxiety symptoms was higher than that of 
anxiety disorders, at 45.9% compared to 16.1%. A systematic review and meta-analysis by Busch et al[16] reported the 
overall prevalence of anxiety to be 25.36%.

The at-risk group 1 (Nurses): Multiple studies also reported that nurses were found to have a higher prevalence of 
mental health symptoms compared to other HCWs. In a review of HCWs in intensive care units and emergency 
departments, Gualano et al[11] reported that nurses had the highest prevalence of burnout at 64%, compared to advanced 
practice providers (56%), respiratory therapists (55%), physicians (49%), and physicians-in-training (48%). Emotional 
exhaustion and depersonalisation were also higher in nurses in critical care units, at 24.7%. Ghahramani et al’s[15] 
subgroup analysis reported overall burnout among the group which consisted of physicians and/or nurses to be the 
highest at 66%, compared to that of a group that mixed HCWs which were 40%. However, the mixed HCWs group had a 
higher prevalence for the individual components. Ching et al’s[13] data on burnout showed that the nurse population had 
an 80.2% prevalence of experiencing burnout, followed by doctors at 74.9% and lastly by allied healthcare personnel at 
64.9%. Hao et al[29] reported that in seven out of 16 studies in their subgroup analysis that the prevalence of anxiety in 
nurses was 36.8% as compared to when mixed staff groups were analysed, where the prevalence was 26.8%. Similarly, 
Dong et al’s[24] meta-analysis also reported higher anxiety prevalence among nurses, 44.0% compared to 29.0% among 
overall HCWs. Ching et al[13] also found anxiety to be most prevalent in nurses at 43.1%, which surpasses that of doctors, 
dentists, allied healthcare professionals, and pharmacists, which had an anxiety prevalence of 38.6% to 39.6%. When 
compared to medical doctors, Chen et al[30] also reported a higher prevalence of anxiety in nurses, 45.0% compared to 
25.0%.

The at-risk group 2 (Females HCWs): Other than nurses, HCWs of the female gender were also found to be more 
susceptible to anxiety. In 11 studies that reported on anxiety prevalence by gender, the pooled prevalence was 50.0% in 
females compared to 36.0% in males[22]. The prevalence of anxiety in females reported by Ching et al[13] was 50.6% 
compared to 40.4% in males. Chen et al[30] reported the prevalence of anxiety in females to be 38.0% compared to 26% in 
males. Salazar de Pablo et al[17] review found that studies which included nurses were associated with higher psycho-
logical distress compared to studies which included multiple professions or were physician-only.
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DISCUSSION
This umbrella review provides a comprehensive summary of the prevalence of burnout and anxiety in HCWs during 
periods of pandemics, and showcases the high prevalence of burnout and anxiety during the period of pandemics. The 
findings of this review also highlight the utmost importance for interventions to support the mental health of HCWs 
during pandemics.

From this umbrella review, female HCWs, nurses and frontline HCWs are the main highlight of burnout and anxiety 
during pandemics. This was the result of increased workload, longer working hours, physical exhaustion and increases 
the need to make ethical decisions for treatment priority during pandemic[31]. The main concern for HCWs is the risk of 
infections to colleagues and family members and patient violence attributed to long waiting times and feeling of 
impatience and frustration. Poor mental health may affect their work performance, leading to lower quality care, higher 
medical errors and increased mortality[26].

In the systematic reviews articles that reported on the burnout syndrome prevalence in HCWs, a variety of burnout 
measurement tools were used. While the 22-item MBI can be considered the “gold standard” for measuring occupational 
burnout due to its alignment with the WHO’s definition of burnout, all of the other tools are still validated instruments to 
assess the work-related well-being of respondents[32]. The issue that arises when multiple tools are used to assess a 
complex and multifaceted syndrome such as burnout is the heterogenicity of results[33]. In the review by Aymerich et al
[12], burnout prevalence was 22.0% for studies using Mini-Z, but 53.0% for studies using CBI. This is likely due to the 
differences in focus and question content between the two instruments. Mini-Z measures emotional exhaustion, 
depersonalisation, and reduced personal accomplishment using 3 items for each dimension, for a total of 9 items. 
However, the CBI assesses personal burnout, work-related burnout, and client-related burnout using 5, 7, and 7 items for 
each type for a total of 19 items.

The high prevalence of burnout syndrome in HCWs has been highlighted in this umbrella systematic review, ranging 
from 31.81% to 34.4%, depending on the instruments used. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the prevalence of burnout 
was reported as high as 68.3% in the systematic review by Ching et al[13], whose focus was on HCWs in Asia. This 
information may be useful in Singapore’s context as it demonstrates how the demographic may be more susceptible to 
mental health symptoms during periods of a pandemic.

Organisations may also consider putting more emphasis on the psychological well-being of HCWs. Policies were 
introduced to elevate HCWs’ situations such as elderly care, addition of staff and makeshift hospitals. In China, 
specialized psychiatrists, social media and telephone services were added for support[34]. In France, some hospitals 
developed specific programmes with its purpose to distress and provide support amongst one another[35]. However, 
some obstacles faced are refusal and denial to psychological help[21]. Mental health problems are at its highest in the 
acute stages of the pandemic, suggesting interventions to be provided as soon as feasible. Thus, interventions should also 
target throughout the entire width of the pandemic and further[23].

Further research can also be conducted in the hospital setting to determine factors which may be diminishing the 
interventions’ effectiveness when compared to the rest of the world. The results of these studies can then be used to aid 
modifications in either the nature or implementation of mental health interventions. Furthermore, it is essential to 
distinguish between anxiety, depression, and burnout, particularly for those working in the healthcare system, as anxiety 
can be a significant risk factor for burnout depending on the situation[36]. Additionally, many other fundamental 
resilience factors, such as self-compassion and sense of coherence, are believed to impact burnout in HCWs, particularly 
during pandemics[37].

The review by Salazar de Pablo et al[17] also provided insight into the prevalence of burnout and anxiety over multiple 
pandemics, namely the 2003 SARS pandemic and the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, where the incidence of burnout 
decreased from 38.2% to 25% while incidence of anxiety decreased from 45.7% to 22.2%. This reduction in the incidence of 
burnout and anxiety may be due to the HCWs being better prepared for pandemics after having experienced SARS. 
Additionally, considering the two pandemics were more than 15 years apart, it is also likely that psychological 
interventions that were devised and implemented post-SARS were effective in the management of the HCWs’ mental 
well-being, such that newer HCWs who did not experience the 2003 SARS pandemic did not bring up the overall 
prevalence.

In the present review, HCWs who were in the nursing profession were found to be at higher risk of developing 
burnout syndrome. Studies by Gualano et al[11], Ghahramani et al[15], and Ching et al[13] found that nurses were more 
likely to develop burnout during pandemics as compared to other healthcare professions such as advanced practice 
providers, respiratory therapists, physicians, and allied health professionals. This is likely due to the nature of the nurses’ 
job scope, where they have to provide direct care and treatment to patients daily. During COVID-19, this frequent contact 
with patients puts the nurses at an increased risk of infection. Coupled with the longer than usual working hours due to a 
lack of manpower, this can result in the development of burnout[29]. Other than the increase in burnout prevalence, the 
risk of turnover intention among nurses also rose. However, this can be alleviated with better organisational  support, 
thus emphasising  its importance to avoid the vicious cycle of burnout and turnover[31]. With this information, more 
research can be conducted with nurses as the target population to fine-tune interventions to better suit their needs. 
Organisations may also look to explore areas of nurses’ responsibilities during pandemics that can be delegated to 
volunteers or even robots with the help of artificial intelligence. Not only can this reduce the nurses’ workload, but more 
time can also be spent on tasks that require specific nursing expertise, tackling the burnout dimension of reduced 
personal accomplishment.
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Limitations of the present study
There are several limitations in this umbrella review. First, multiple mental health instruments being used in different 
studies. While this is unavoidable as certain tools may work better for different professions, future reviews can be done 
such that the population of interests have a common instrument used. Inclusion and exclusion criteria in the future study 
can also be altered to only include only studies which use specific instruments, in order to reduce heterogenicity. Second, 
for studies that reviewed multiple pandemics, it is unlikely that the population surveyed were similar in demographic, 
which results in a suboptimal comparison of prevalence. For better quality comparisons, longitudinal studies can be 
conducted in the future. At last, the incidence of mental health outcomes may not be solely attributed to pandemics, 
likewise, reviews should include longitudinal studies to allow the analysis of the prevalence of mental health symptoms 
pre- and post-pandemic[38].

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this umbrella review has collected relevant data from high-quality systematic reviews on the prevalence of 
burnout syndrome and anxiety during the past pandemics, including COVID-19 pandemic, demonstrating its high 
prevalence among HCWs. Nursing profession and females HCWs were identified to be more likely to develop these 
symptoms. Thus, more emphasis and attention should be put on their psychological well-being.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Burnout and anxiety are common among Healthcare workers (HCWs) during pandemics.

Research motivation
Relevant data on anxiety and burnout during pandemic is limited.

Research objectives
The objectives of this umbrella review are (1) to provide a more comprehensive summary of pertinent evidence on 
anxiety and burnout; and (2) to investigate potential risk factors and solutions for HCWs.

Research methods
Using the PRISMA 2020 checklist, this umbrella review was carried out in accordance with the criteria of PRISMA.

Research results
Female HCWs and nurses were shown to be more prone to experiencing these symptoms. As a result, their psychological 
well-being should receive more importance and care.

Research conclusions
This umbrella review gathered relevant data from high-quality systematic reviews on the prevalence of burnout 
syndrome and anxiety during previous pandemics, including the Coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic, demonstrating its 
high prevalence among HCWs.

Research perspectives
The occurrence of mental health outcomes should not be attributed only to pandemics; similarly, evaluations should 
include longitudinal research to allow for the investigation of the prevalence of mental health symptoms before and after 
the pandemic.
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